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Abstract—Supercapacitors have attained high power density
and exceptional durability with the recent advancement in
terms of their materials and chemistries. The potential
scientific and industrial applications of supercapacitors are
being explored continually. This instigates the need for
model-based analysis and synthesis tools, which can
describe dynamic phenomena, support multiphysics
problems, and allow for immediate use in design and
advanced control analysis. For these aspects, modelling of
supercapacitors would be beneficial. However, there are no
open-source simulation tools on supercapacitors available
for the scientific community to work with. This paper
presents the development of an open-source supercapacitor
modelling package in python language. The proposed
package is evaluated by comparing the results with a
standard MATLAB/Simulink supercapacitor model. The
simulation results have shown that both models yielded
similar envelope. 
Index Terms—Modelling,
package, simulation

I.

Super

Capacitors,

to power smart electronic wearables like watches,
portable gadgets etc. [3], [4].
Many potential scientific and industrial applications of
super capacitors are being explored continually. For
example, a Fast In-line Water Heating System has been
developed using patent pending super capacitor assisted
temperature modification apparatus, where the research
team has simulated the system models before building the
prototype [5]. This highlights the importance of modelbased analysis and synthesis tools, which can describe
dynamic phenomena and allow for immediate use in
design and advanced control analysis.
A few super capacitor simulation models are available
in modelling and simulation tools like MATLAB, PSpice
and COMSOL. However, these software tools require a
lot of processing capabilities and cannot be used with low
cost single board computers such as Raspberry Pi, Tinker
Board, etc. Furthermore, these software tools are closed
source, meaning, they require a proprietary license to run.
Licensed developer can only do the development of
libraries and if someday the company, which owns it, go
out of business, the software will become obsolete. On
the other hand, using an open source software is
advantageous over a closed source one. In an open-source
software, one can always look under the hood to see how
things have been implemented and can develop on top of
it. Therefore, even if the original developers of python do
not develop the libraries for it, the other researchers and
developers can contribute in library development process.
Python is an interpreted and object-oriented
programming language that has gained widespread
popularity among scientific and engineering community
in recent decade [6]. Unlike the procedure-oriented
programming, where the main emphasis is on functions,
the object-oriented programming stresses on the objects.
An Object is simply a collection of data variables and
methods (or functions) that act on those data. While the
class is a blueprint for the object. Python is a high-level
programming language, which means it has a more
powerful syntax and more useful set of data structures
than low-level languages, for example, COBOL or C. In a
high-level language, complex tasks can be achieved with
relatively few lines of readable code compared to lowlevel languages [7].

python,

INTRODUCTION

A supercapacitor, also known as ultra-capacitor or
Electric Double-Layer Capacitor (EDLC) [1], is a type of
capacitor based on the electrical double-layer
phenomenon in which charge is stored at the interface
between a solid electrode material and the liquid
electrolyte in the micro-pores of the electrodes. Super
capacitors have exceptionally high energy density when
compared to other electrical energy storage devices, such
as conventional electrolytic capacitors or batteries, as
well as higher charge and discharge rates. They have
found applications in a number of industrial fields, for
example [2]: pulsed-current applications in mobile
phones and electrical actuators, peak-power providing in
power electronic applications for laptops and electric
vehicles, regenerative braking, disturbance reduction in
power quality systems, and providing back-up power for
devices in remote areas such as Photovoltaic or wind
power systems. They are also used along with solar cells
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The first ever photograph of black hole was taken
recently. The picture was created using data processing
capabilities of Python and its packages such as NumPy,
SciPy, and pandas [8]. This illustrates the role that the
Python ecosystem plays in supporting the scientific
advancement through collaborative data analysis. Paul
Romer, the 2018 Nobel Laureate in Economics, wrote an
interesting article “Jupyter, Mathematica, and the Future
of the Research Paper”, about his experience with opensource software tool like Jupyter Notebook [9]. By his
estimation, employing an open source software like
Python brings greater accountability and integrity to
research, as code can be used by anyone who wishes to
work and develop on top of it.
With a growing list of free software packages and an
active community, makes Python ecosystem suitable for
just about any type of scientiﬁc analysis. In contrast,
MATLAB is closed and proprietary and even the
algorithms are proprietary in some cases [10]. With the
appropriate open source scientiﬁc packages like pandas,
NumPy, SciPy, Matplotlib, etc., Python provides the
functionality that is similar to MATLAB, R, and other
numerical computing environments.
In recent decade, any research has multidisciplinary
aspects. For example, incorporation of Machine learning
techniques can be seen in the research works of nearly
every discipline. Though the popularity and usage of
Python has grown tremendously during recent years,
there exists no python based packages for super
capacitors. Hence, developing a Python based super
capacitor library would be advantageous not just for
scientific community but also for industrial applications.
This would open up new application possibilities in
future. Especially, when Python based electrical packages
will become more versatile. This leads to performing
various simulations with multidisciplinary tools very
conveniently in Python and the hardware platforms that
support this language.
The approach presented in this paper is the
implantation of SuperCap-Python package, an opensource toolset for super capacitor modelling and
simulation consisting of Python packages written by the
authors. The paper is organized as follows; Section II
presents the literature review; super capacitor technical
details and calculations is discussed in Section III;
Section IV describes the key implementation aspects of
proposed modelling package; a usage example is
provided in Section V and lastly, the paper is concluded
with summary of work and future directions.
II.

for Power System Analysis (PyPSA) was developed in
Germany [12]. PyPSA is a free software python-based
toolbox for simulating and optimizing modern electrical
power systems over multiple periods.
Researchers from the United States Geological Survey
have proposed an alternative approach for developing,
running, and post- processing groundwater models [7].
They have developed Python scripts using FloPy package
to process input ﬁles, read and plot simulation results for
MODFLOW-based
models.
In
a
study
on
"Ultracapacitors Electrobus for Urban Transport", the
authors investigate application of super capacitors in an
electric bus using Matlab Simulink [13]. The proposed
SuperCap-Python package in this paper could potentially
be used to simulate and validate similar usecases and
applications.
Supercapacitor modelling and simulation often entail
the characterization of the physical device, which is done
by proposing an equivalent circuit that behaves in the
same way a supercapacitor would in practice. Indeed,
once the circuit is proposed, a supercapacitor is tested
using equipment such as potentiostats or Electrochemical
Impedance Spectrometers (EIS), for empirically
estimating the values of the resistive, capacitive and
inductive elements of the circuit. Afterwards, the circuit
is simulated using software, and the results are compared
against the experimental measurements to assess its
fidelity. In [14], a Maxwell Boostcap 3000F
supercapacitor was subjected to EIS testing and the
characterized
circuit
was
implemented
in
MATLAB/Simulink. In [15], a Scribner potentiostat was
used to characterize a supercapacitor. While experimental
results were compared against simulations, the software
employed was not mentioned. In [16] an experimental
testbed was used to characterize a PScap350 and the
equivalent circuit was implemented in PSpice. The
components of the testbed are however not mentioned.
The researchers in [17] had proposed a control method
on wind turbine that could maximize the harvested
energy from a wind turbine using ultra-capacitor energy
storage in the microgrid condition. The software models
developed in such ways could be integrated into the
simulations of more complex systems. In [18], a
supercapacitor model was utilized to simulate the storage
of energy in a regenerative braking system in
MATLAB/Simulink. Even though the paper focuses more
on the electrical parameters of the DC motor of the
vehicle, it serves to demonstrate one of several potential
applications of software tools for supercapacitor
simulation.
Nonetheless, a few problems are evident in the
implementations presented above:

The models are not open for contribution and/or
are not openly distributable.

The models are developed using software tools
that require licenses that can be expensive or
unavailable altogether.

Beyond the papers in which they are presented,
no other documentation for the implementation
is available.

MOTIVATION

Recently, several projects have commenced that
harness the power and flexibility of modelling and
computational tools, especially in electrical and energy
domain. For example, “PV_LIB” Python package could
help in modelling of Photovoltaic systems [11]. It is a
Python ported version of the original PVLIB MATLAB
toolbox to perform advanced data analysis and research
into the performance modelling and operations of PV
assets. Similarly, an open-source project called Python
©2021 Int. J. Electron. Electr. Eng.
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The equations presented in this paper are derived based
on previous studies on super capacitor modelling [15],
[24] and technical guides from a couple of super
capacitors manufacturers (Wuerth Electronik and
Tecategroup) [23], [25].

Therefore, an alternative approach for supercapacitor
modelling using python package toolset called
“SuperCap-Python” is proposed in this paper.
SuperCap-Python is released as free software under the
MIT License [19]. This means that the user is free to
inspect, use and modify the code, and also permitted to
put the code in proprietary software on the condition that
the license is given with that software. The library will be
further expanded by involving the scientific community
and academia through collaboration on Github repository.
III.

A. Supercapacitor Charging
Super capacitors can be charged using three different
methods:
1. Constant power
2. Constant current
3. Constant voltage
The equations describing the behavior of the voltage
are given in the below.
1) Constant power mode:

DESIGN AND MODELLING

A few equivalent circuit models have been proposed in
[14], [20], [21]. However, the model presented in this
paper is chosen due to its simplistic nature, ability to
represent the chemical or electrical characteristics of
super capacitors and considering their application in
medium or large-scale energy storage projects from an
electrical point of view [22], [23]. The super capacitor’s
equivalent circuit model that is considered in this paper is
presented in Fig. 1.

V 1  V 02 

2  PCH  t
C

where:
 V0, V1 are the initial and final voltages
 PCH is the charging power
 𝛥 t is the duration of the timestep in seconds
2) Constant current mode:

V1 V 0 

The elements of the circuit are explained as follows:
 The capacitance C represents the total capacitance
related to the charge capacity of the supercapacitor.
 The resistance RESR is known as the equivalent
series resistance (esr) and is associated with the
energy losses and with the maximum power output
of the supercapacitor.
 The parallel resistance RLEAK is associated with
the self-discharge behaviour of the supercapacitor.
It is mainly represented by the leak current ILEAK
found normally in supercapacitor datasheets.
The following basic parameters are considered in the
model, based on equivalent circuit mentioned above:
 The maximum or rated voltage of the
supercapacitor, VR
 The maximum or rated current that can flow in or
out of the supercapacitor, IR
 The capacitor’s initial voltage, V0
 A minimum voltage, VMIN, can optionally be
defined for the supercapacitor. If it is not set, a
value of zero shall be assumed.
The model calculates the maximum charge and
discharge powers of the super capacitor, PCH_MAX and
PDCH_MAX. These are used for further computation of
charge and discharge cycles of super capacitor operation,
and are given through the following equations:

PDCH _ MAX
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4  RESR

ICH  t
C

(4)

where:
 V0, V1 are the initial and final voltages
 ICH is the charging current
 𝛥t is the duration of the timestep in seconds

Figure 1. Supercapacitor representation circuit.

PCH _ MAX  VR  IR

(3)

B. Supercapacitor Discharging
Super capacitors can be discharged using two different
methods:
1. Constant power
2. Constant current
The model implements both methods. The equations
describing the behaviour of the voltage are given below.
1) Constant power mode:

V1  (V02  (

2  PDCH  t
)
C

(5)

where:
 V0, V1 are the initial and final voltages
 PDCH is the discharging power
 𝛥 t is the duration of the timestep in seconds
2) Constant current mode:

V 1  VO 

IDCH  t
C

(6)

where:
 V0, V1 are the initial and final voltages
 IDCH is the discharging current
 𝛥 t is the duration of the timestep in seconds

(1)

C. Self-Discharge of the Supercapacitor
The self-discharge behaviour is entirely defined by the
self-discharge current, and is simulated as a constant

(2)
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current discharge process, where IDCH = ILEAK. The same
considerations are taken here as in the discharge process.
IV.

voltage mode is not implemented due to time constraints
and is planned for implementation in future releases of
the package. SuperCap-Python is available online in the
Python Package Index (PyPI), on GitHub [26].
Additionally, it is archived on Zenodo [27]. PyPI is a
public repository of software packages for the Python
programming language. The Documentation and
examples are available on repository website [26]. The
model package can be downloaded and imported into any
computer using “pip install supercap” command. It has
been tested with 3.5 version of Python. This package is
compatible with the Open Energy Modelling Framework
(oemof), a popular open source modelling python
package [28].

IMPLEMENTATION

This section explains the implementation approach
and inner workings of SuperCap-Python, the super
capacitor modelling python package, based on
information presented in previous section. SuperCapPython is written in the Python programming language
and followed the conventional programming patterns and
guidelines set by the python community. The model
equations are written in the python code using Dictionary
objects, constructor methods, functions and dataframes in
object oriented manner. This coding pattern would
increase the modularity and makes it easy to update the
existing model or introduce new super capacitor models
into the modelling package.
The most important methods in SuperCap-Python are
explained below:
 Charge_ctP(pow) – charges the supercapacitor at
constant power, “pow”, for the duration of one
timestep
 Charge_ctI(cur) - charges the supercapacitor at
constant current, “cur”, for the duration of one
timestep
 Discharge_ctP(pow) and Discharge_ctI(cur) –
discharge counterparts of the previous two
functions. These will first verify that there is
enough energy left in the supercapacitor to provide
the requested power, if not, the functions will
return the actual value at which the supercapacitor
discharged.
 Selfdischarge() - discharges the super capacitor at
constant leak current for the duration of one
timestep.
Beside the equations that are presented in previous
section, following additional considerations are taken in
order to simulate a realistic charging and discharging
process of the model.
 For both charging and discharging methods, the
operating current is calculated to ensure that it
does not exceed the rated current. If this is the case,
then the super capacitor charges at either
maximum power or maximum current.
 After the charging process is calculated for the
provided duration of the timestep, the resulting
final voltage of the super capacitor is checked to
ensure it does not exceed the rated value VR. If
this is the case, then the voltage of the super
capacitor is set to its rated value.
 While the super capacitor is switching from one
mode to the other, a sudden voltage drop or spike
will occur, i.e discharging, self-discharging or
fully discharged before it is set to charging mode
and vice versa. This behavior is modelled using
the voltage across the equivalent series resistance
with equation: Δ𝑉 = 𝐼 × 𝑅
The current version of python package implements the
constant power and constant current modes. The constant
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V.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

A. Simulation Results with SuperCap-Python Package
The charging and discharging behavior of super
capacitors is simulated using the proposed python-based
model. The parameters of chosen super capacitor is
presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS OF SUPERCAPACITOR USED FOR
SIMULATION

Parameter

Value

Unit

Capacitance

300

farad

Rated/Maximum current

30

Ampere

Rated voltage

70

Volt

Initial voltage

0

Volt

ESR

1.65

Ohm

Leak current

1500x10-4

Ampere

The model is subjected to various charging and
discharging conditions as given below for the simulation:
Step-1: Charge at 100 W for 1000 seconds.
Step-2: Rest (self-discharge) for 300 seconds.
Step-3: Discharge at 100 W for 1200 seconds.
Step-4: Charge in constant current mode at 2A for 800
seconds.
Step-5: Rest (self-discharge) for 200 seconds.
Step-6: Discharge at 3A for 1000 seconds.

Figure 2. Voltage vs Time simulation output for charging and
discharging of super capacitor.
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The voltage time evolution at the super capacitor’s
terminals is plotted in Fig. 2. The aforementioned steps
have been marked in the figure for better representation.
Charging process is represented in red color, selfdischarging in green and discharging in violet.
When charging at 100 watts, the supercapacitor
became fully charged at the 723 second mark. During rest
period of 300 seconds, it self-discharged to 68.5 volts.
Under constant power discharging of 150 watts, it
becomes fully discharged at around 1721 seconds.
Similarly, when it charged at 2A, after 800 seconds, the
voltage reaches to 57 volts. Finally, when it is discharged
at constant current of 3A, the complete discharge
happened at 4000-second mark.
B. Test Simulation Results Comparison with
MATLAB/Simulink
Matlab/Simulink provides a supercapacitor block in
Simscape Electrical library. The charging, discharging
and self-discharging behavior of developed python model
is simulated using the supercapacitor block in Simulink
for Supercapacitor with same parameters as mentioned in
Table I.
1) Charging mode simulation:
The charging of Supercapacitor is simulated with in
constant current charging at 2A for 250 seconds in both
MATLAB and Python. The results for both of them are
plotted in Fig. 3. From the plot, it can be observed that
both MATLAB and Python model presented similar
charging curves with very minute variation in voltage
values in the order of 0.1 volts.

Figure 4. Discharging mode simulation results comparison between
MATLAB and Python.

3) Self-discharging mode simulation
The self-discharging behaviour at 10V is simulated and
shown in Fig. 5. Both the MATLAB and Python yielded
same values with overlapping curves.

Figure 5. Self-discharging mode simulation results comparison
between MATLAB and Python.

VI.

In this paper a novel open source software package has
been presented for simulating and modelling of the
supercapacitor. SuperCap-Python can be used to perform
high-fidelity simulations of charge, discharge and selfdischarge processes of super capacitors as well as other
supercapacitor related modelling and simulation projects.
As it is Python based package, it is easily distributable,
and due to its simplicity and absence of third party
package-specific datatypes, it can be readily integrated
into other projects to provide quick results. The
implemented package is demonstrated using a usecase
example and validated with MATLAB/Simulink model.
As an open source library, the code of SuperCap-Python
can easily be inspected and extended by contributors or
users, thereby contributing to further research and
transparency in super capacitor modelling.

Figure 3. Charging mode simulation results comparison between
MATLAB and Python.

2) Discharging mode simulation:
Supercapacitor is discharged at 3A under constant
current for 200 seconds with initial voltage of 15V. Both
simulations yielded very similar results with no
significant variation and the discharging curves are
almost overlapped. The comparison of results is
presented in Fig. 4.
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As a future work, the model itself can be further
improved by optimizing the charge and discharge
functions without compromising reliability. Additionally,
other charge and discharge methods can be further
implemented, such as charging at constant voltage. Even
more, some other equivalent circuits can be implemented
into the model, and the usage of one or another could be
set as a variable in the model. Finally, more practical and
specific use cases could be exemplified, e.g. integrating
the supercapacitor model with a power-feeding
simulation tool, and adding optimization scenarios as
well as embedding financial calculations for feasibility in
including super capacitors for specific applications.
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